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TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS

I
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Molded Products
1.3 Expanded Products

26

II
2.1 Extruded and calendared products
2.2 Rubber Foot wears
2.3 Miscellaneous rubber products

24

III
3.1 Rubber to metal bonded products
3.2 Rubber coated products 20

IV
4.1 Belting
4.2 Hoses and Cables 20

TOTAL 90

OBJECTIVES

MODULE – I
1.1.0 INTRDUCTION
1.1.1 Name the major rubber products manufacturing industries in India
1.1.2 Compare the per capita consumption of rubber in India and that of other countries
1.1.3 Summarise the statistics relating to the production, consumption and export of dry

rubber products.
1.1.4 Classify rubber products according to their application
1.1.5 Mention the different steps involved in the production of dry rubber products
1.2 Molded Products
1.2.1 Name important compression molded products
1.2.2 Explain the design, compounding and production details of automobile bushes, mats,

paperweights, IB Caps, Door bushes, Nipples, hot water bags
1.2.3 Discuss the design criteria and design of compounds for above products
1.2.4 List hard-rubber products
1.2.5 Explain the chemistry and technology of hard rubber (ebonite) production.
1.2.6 Explain compounding and production of battery box containers
1.3.0 Finishing of rubber mouldings
1.3.1    Explain flash and sprue removal
1.3.2    Explain Hand trimming process
1.3.3    Explain low temperature tumbling technique
1.3.4    Explain the process of lacquering and chemical surface treatment
1.3.5    Explain the process of shot blasting

1.4 Expanded Products
1.4.1 Define cellular rubber
1.4.2 Classify different cellular rubber



1.4.3   State the principle of creating cellular structure in rubber
1.4.4 Distinguish closed and open cell cellular products
1.4.5   Define blowing agent, types and applications
1.4.6   Compare merits and demerits of different organic and inorganic blowing agents
1.4.7   Differentiate between MC and Hawaii
1.4.8   Explain the manufacture of MC and Hawaii sole.
1.4.9   Design typical formulation for Hawaii MC and sponge rubber.
1.4.10 Explain the manufacture of sponge rubber
1.4.11 Discuss the compounding of various cellular rubber products

UNIT – II
2.1.    Extruded Products

2.1.1 List the various extruded products
2.1.2 Describe the manufacture of automobile channels
2.1.3 Explain the manufacture of rubber tubing
2.1.4 Discuss the compound design for the above products
2.1.5 Identify major defects and remedies in the manufacturing of the above products
2.2 Calendared products
2.2.1 List out various calendared products
2.2.2 Distinguish between supported and unsupported sheets
2.2.3 Describe the manufacture of hospital sheeting and supported sheeting
2.2.4 Explain profile calendaring with examples
2.2.5 Describe the design criteria for various calendared products

Identify the major defects in calendared sheets
2.3 Footwear
2.3.1 State the advantages and disadvantages of rubber footwear over

leather footwear
2.3.2 List the different types of rubber shoe
2.3.3 State the special purpose footwear and their applications
2.3.4 Explain different methods of manufacture of footwear
2.4 Miscellaneous rubber products
2.4.1 Explain methods of manufacturing gaskets and seals
2.4.2 Design compounds for gaskets and seals
2.4.3 Describe manufacture of play ball
2.4.4 List the components and materials used in Tennis ball&Golf ball
2.4.5 Describe manufacture of Tennis ball, Golf ball s with reference to principle

of expansion.

MODULE – III
3.1   Understand different rubber to metal bonded products compounding

and manufacturing
3.1.1 Define rubber to metal bonded products
3.1.2 List some rubber to metal bonded products
3.1.3 Understand the principle and steps involved in the production of rubber to metal boned

products
3.1.4 State the principle and chemistry involved in the production of rubber to metal bonded

products
3.1.5 Explain surface preparation of metals for bonding
3.1.6 Describe the major steps in rubber to metal bonding process
3.1.7 Describe the process of manufacture of rubber covered rolls such as typewriter roller,

paper rolls, textile roller and rice polishers



3.2 Rubber coated textiles
3.2.1 List out various rubber coated products.
3.2.2    State the principle and advantage of rubber lining.
3.2.3 Describe the process of lining of rubber.
3.2.4 Explain the process of spreading.
3.2.5 Design suitable rubber compound for spreading operation.
3.2.6 Describe the various methods for improving rubber to textile bonding
3.2.7 Explain adhesive treatment for Nylon.6 and Nylon 66 and Polyester
3.2.8 Discuss various adhesive compositions for adhesive treatment.

MODULE – IV
4.1 Understand the manufacture of different types of beltings.
4.1.1 Identify the function of belting
4.1.2 Classify beltings based on their functions—Conveyor and Transmission
4.1.3 Explain the components of conveyor, transmission and  V-belts
4.1.4 Describe the construction of conveyer and transmission belts.
4.1.5 Explain batch and continuous curing methods of beltings.
4.1.6 Describe the building and curing of flat transmission and V-belts.
4.1.7 Describe the application of transmission, Conveyer, Positive drive belts and

Gear Belts.
4.1.8 Explain compounding for conveyer and transmission belts.
4.1.9 Design typical compounds for conveyer and transmission belts.
4.2 Understand the process of manufacture of rubber hoses.
4.2.1 Classify hoses based on their construction curing and end-use
4.2.2 Name the components of a hose
4.2.3    Define neutral angle
4.2.4    Derive the equation for neutral angle and burst pressure
4.2.5 Describe the production of molded hose and mandrel cured hose.
4.2.6  Explain braided hose, Knit hose, Woven hose, spiral reinforced and circular woven

hose.
4.2.7 Compare between wrapped and braided hose.
4.2.8 Describe machine made and hand made hose.
4.2.9 Explain the features of radiator hose, garden hose, petrol hose, sand blasting hose etc
4.2.10 Explain the compound design of hoses like radiator hose, garden hose, petrol hose,

sand blasting hose.
4.3. Understand the process of cable manufacture
4.3.1 Classify cables according to end-use
4.3.2 Illustrate the constructional features of power cables
4.3.3 List the components of power cables
4.3.4 Describe manufacturing process of cables
4.3.5 Describe different methods of curing cables.
4.3.6 Design compounds for the various components of cables
4.3.7 Describe specification tests of power cables.



COURSE CONTENT

MODULE- I
Molded Products-Introduction to rubber products:Production methods, compound design -
Automobile bushes-Door mats, Tea-Mats, Paperweights, IB Caps, Door bushes, Nipples Hot
water bags-Chemistry of hard rubber products (Ebonite). Method of production and
compound design for battery boxes -Finishing of rubber mouldings
Expanded Products: Types of blowing agents and their comparison- Compounding and
Molding of Cellular rubber products, MC, Hawaii sponge -Typical formulations-

MODULE- II
Extruded Products: Automobile treads, channels, inner tubes, LPG tubes etc- Compound
design, Typical formulations, Methods of manufacture.
Calendered Products: Supported and unsupported sheeting, Hospital sheeting, Profile
calendered products- Design criteria, compound design, typical formulations.
Footwears: Components of footwear, materials, methods of manufacture. Special purpose
footwear and their applications.
Miscellaneous Products: Oil seal, Gaskets- Compound design, Manufacture and Typical
formulations
Sports Goods: Play ball, Tennis balls, Golf Balls, - Components, compound design, method
of manufacture, typical formulations.

MODULE–III
Rubber to Metal bonded products-Principle of bonding rubber to metal and textile fibers.
Production of rubber covered rolls- metal preparation- compound preparation, assembling
curing, finishing-Tank lining- Production method, compounding, compound design.
Production of typewriter rolls, Rice polisher, Textile roller.
Rubber coated textile-Rexene, Tarpaulin and other rubber coated textile, rubber lining,
spreading. Design principles of spreading, compounding and typical formulations.
Adhesive treatment for Nylon 6, Nylon 66, Polyester-Adhesive composition and their
preparations.

MODULE -IV
Beltings: Conveyor belts, Transmission and V- belts: Components manufacturing techniques,
Batch and continuous curing, Compounding, Typical formulations, Specification tests for V-
Belts,
Hoses: Classification according to manufacture and end use. Components. Molded hose,
Mandrel cured hose.
Braided hose, Knit hose, Woven hose, Spiral reinforced hose, Circular Woven hose, Hand
made hose, Radiator hose, Garden hose, Petrol hose, Sand blasting hose, Typical
formulations, method of manufacture
Cables: Classification, Power cables and their components, manufacturing methods, Curing,
Compound design, Typical formulations, Specification tests.
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